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Galloway Township, NJ- Ron Quinn, a 1995 Richard Stockton College graduate, was selected 
to exhibit his photography in the New Jersey Artists Series at the Johnson and Johnson World 
Headquarters Gallery in New Brunswick, New Jersey.  Ron’s exhibit entitled “Communication: 
Symbols and Signs” will be on display from December 7, 2009 through January 15, 2010.   
 
Ron’s photography is an exploration on the means of human communication. Throughout his 
travels, Ron has captured objects and environments that affect how people communicate to one 
another. Almost like a catalogue, this ongoing series of black and white photographs is as 
comprehensive as it is revealing. Strikingly, the focus remains mostly on the objects in situ. The 
images thereby invite the viewer to evaluate what is and what can be communicated in an 
otherwise silent medium.   
 
“What interests me most about the environments,” says Quinn, “are the unique visible aspects 
or characteristics that I see before me. The way people choose to arrange objects, words, 
structures, or signs to communicate to others is extremely intriguing to me.”  
 
“Johnson & Johnson is pleased to exhibit Ron Quinn’s work,” said Ashley Atkins, Senior Arts 
Administrator at Johnson & Johnson.  “We believe that the arts are crucial to a healthy 
community.”   
 
Ron Quinn received a B.A. in Photography and a B.A. in Education from The Richard Stockton 
College of New Jersey, and he worked at the College as an adjunct Professor of Photography.  
Ron currently teaches fourth grade at Texas Avenue Elementary School in Atlantic City.   
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In addition to being an artist and educator, Ron is a husband and father of two.  Ron’s wife, 
Karen, is also a 1995 graduate of Stockton, and she works in the College’s Graphics 
Department as a senior designer.  The family resides in Galloway, New Jersey. 
 
About Johnson and Johnson World Headquarters Gallery:  The Gallery opened in 1985 as 
part of Johnson and Johnson’s commitment to supporting the arts.  The Company believes that 
the arts are vital to a healthy community.  Managed by the Corporate Art Program, part of the 
Corporate Contributions Department, the Gallery provides a modern and sophisticated venue 
for artists to showcase their work to a wider audience.  The New Jersey Artist Series, an 
ongoing schedule of monthly exhibitions at the Gallery, is dedicated to local New Jersey talent.  
The World Headquarters Gallery also features bimonthly exhibitions that examine themes 
related to healthcare, cultural, and community issues.            
 
The Johnson & Johnson World Headquarters Gallery is located at One Johnson & Johnson 
Plaza, New Brunswick, N.J. The gallery is open by appointment only. For more information 
about exhibitions or to schedule a visit to the gallery, please call 732-524-6957.  
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